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surrounding us, at all times to live the
religion of Jesus Christ as perfectly as
we should or otherwise might. It is no
doubt difficult for us to overcome our follies, to forsake the traditions of the fathers, to eschew the practice of sin, to
be patient in suffering, to endure privations and trials of our feelings, while we
possess so little, as we do, of the Spirit
of the Lord, and the knowledge of the
truth. But we need not be discouraged
because of this, nor because we see faults
in each other, for no man is perfect; all
men have, more or less, the shortcomings
incident to humanity. We need not falter
or be discouraged because of this, for perhaps it would not be possible for one who
was perfect in all good to remain in the
midst of this corrupt, and perverse generation. Still it would seem good if we
had a few among us who were really perfect, whose example we could see, whose
precept we could learn, and whose footsteps we might follow. We might then
be the better able to perfect ourselves.
Still we will do well to emulate the good
that are in our midst, and to observe
those great truths we have already received in part, which in their fulness are
able to save us unto the uttermost. We
shall not be cast off, my brethren and sisters, for those sins which we ignorantly
commit, which are the results of misunderstanding in all honesty before the
Lord. The difficulty does not lie here;
the danger lies in our failing to live up
to that which we do know to be right and
proper. For this we will be held responsible before the Lord, for this we will be
judged and condemned unless we repent
and forsake our follies, and our unwillingness to obey the light and the knowledge which we have received. There are
some plain, simple truths which we do

know, but which we do not observe.
Herein lies our great sin. The condemnation of the world, when the Savior
commenced his mission among men, was
that light had come into the world, but
they loved darkness rather than light,
because their deeds were evil. This principle applies with equal force to us in
this dispensation. If we had remained
without the Gospel, we would not be under condemnation. But now that light
has come into the world; now that truth
and the authority of God have been restored, we cannot longer remain without
sin, unless we obey this Gospel so revealed, and practice our profession.
There is a great deal said about our
plural marriage by the outside world,
and sometimes it is referred to by the
Latter-day Saints at home. I fancy sometimes that not only is the world without knowledge in relation to this principle, but many of those who profess to be
Latter-day Saints are far from possessing a correct understanding of it.
In the first place, it is a principle that
savors of life unto life, or of death unto
death; therefore it is well for those who
have embraced the Gospel to obtain a
knowledge in relation to this matter. It
is a principle that pertains to eternal life,
in other words, to endless lives, or eternal increase. It is a law of the Gospel
pertaining to the celestial kingdom, applicable to all gospel dispensations, when
commanded and not otherwise, and neither acceptable to God or binding on man
unless given by commandment, not only
so given in this dispensation, but particularly adapted to the conditions and
necessities thereof, and to the circumstances, responsibilities, and personal,
as well as vicarious duties of the people of God in this age of the world. God
has revealed it as a principle particu-

